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Identifying faults and fractures in
unconventional reservoirs through
microseismic monitoring
Scott A. Wessels,* Alejandro De La Peña, Michael Kratz, Sherilyn Williams-Stroud and Terry
Jbeili of Microseismic describe how in microseismic monitoring of low permeability reservoirs
the use of source mechanism inversion, b values, and energy release rates enables identification and differentiation between fracture stimulation and fault activation, critical issues for
effective hydraulic treatment.

M

icroseismic monitoring in low permeability reservoirs is a valuable source of information for
unconventional resource play optimization. The
application of new technologies, such as efficient
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing (‘fracking’)
has resulted in the ability for the industry to produce from
organic rich shales. Prior to such technology developments,
hydrocarbons from such formations were typically not
economically accessible or even recoverable. Monitoring of
microseismicity is essential to understanding how a formation responds to the injection of frac fluids and proppant
because many of the most active shale plays remain in the
early stages of development and a wide range of geologic
hazards may be present, such as faults, karst collapse features, and proximal aquifers. Microseismic monitoring
provides the necessary information to estimate stimulated
reservoir volume (SRV) and identify faults that are unresolvable with reflection seismic data that may pose a hazard to
completion operations.
A successful frac will typically increase the permeability
of fine-grained hydrocarbon reservoirs – thus enhancing the
well’s production and delivering a significant rate of return.
This is achieved by stimulating an existing network of
natural fractures (Maxwell et al., 2006; Gale et al., 2007).
Hydraulically stimulated natural fractures are generally near
the wellbore and are a primary receiver of proppant necessary to create a flow pathway to the wellbore. In some cases,
a horizontal wellbore will encounter a pre-existing stressed
tectonic fault. Pumping of fluids and proppant into a fault
can bring about one or more unintended negative effects.
A non-target formation may be stimulated and give rise to
hydraulic connectivity with aquifers that ultimately increase
water production. Another risk is diversion of fluid and
proppant to a fault zone that lies several hundred feet away
from the target fracture stage. The end result is decreased
stimulation of the target formation, a potential increase in
water production, and a significant cost to the operator in

terms of time and materials. Having the ability to differentiate between faults and fractures in a timely manner is critical
to reducing such material waste which could be otherwise
employed in areas that are more favourable for effective
stimulation.
Understanding the source mechanism of a microseismic
event leads to improved event location and provides information vital to generating realistic reservoir models. Source
mechanisms indicate how the formation fails under stress;
the polarity of the first P-wave arrival indicates relative
motion along the failure plane. Identification of one or
more source mechanisms within microseismic data recorded
during hydraulic fracturing provides information about the
current stress state of the formation and, where multiple
source mechanisms exist, can also be used to differentiate
between reactivation of a stressed tectonic fault and desirable
natural fracture stimulation.
Statistical analysis using frequency magnitude distribution
histograms (FMD) may be indicative of changes in the stress
magnitude (Schorlemmer et al., 2005; Gulia et al., 2010),
and in the following case study, determines if a population
of events is generated by fault motion or natural fractures.
The FMD relationship was first identified by Gutenberg and
Richter (1954) and demonstrated in the formula:
log N = A - bMs
where N is the number of events with magnitudes within
a fixed interval around Ms. A and b are constants. The
constant b for a specific event population represents the
frequency of occurrence for different size events; a higher
slope indicates fewer large events and more small events than
a lower slope b value. Maxwell et al. (2009) and Downie et
al. (2010) observed during a hydraulic treatment that fault
related microseismicity is correlated to b values of ~1 while
desirable induced natural fracture related microseismicity
exhibits a b value of ~2.
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et al., 2010). While it is possible to use both P- and S-waves
observed at the surface to invert the moment tensor, the
wide aperture and azimuthal coverage provided by the near
surface array ensures a robust solution without the need for
S-wave amplitudes. The inversion algorithm is capable of
solutions for full moment (including a volumetric portion)
and double-couple (shear) mechanisms with a high level
of accuracy while negating limitations imposed by array
geometry. The moment tensor is inverted from a point source
relationship between observed vertical component displacements A and moment tensor components Mjk:
A = G3,j,kMjk ,	

Figure 1 Map of BuriedArray stations and location of wells used in this case
study. Each red dot represents a wellbore location in which three vertical component stations are buried 100–200 feet deep. Grid spacing is 5000 x 5000 ft.

Downie et al. (2010) recognized that microseismicity occurring after treatment ceased was located along a
known fault. Another way of stating this concept is that
microseismicity generated by activation of natural fractures
during hydraulic stimulation is mechanically dependent
upon pumping whereas fault activity is not. Therefore
natural fracture events will take place during pumping, and
fault activation events will take place during a much longer
period of time. This is due to the higher stress imposed on
the fault that is slowly released with an overall lower b value.

(1)

with G3,j,k representing the vertical components of the
Green’s function derivative. Einstein’s summation rules apply
(Aki and Richard, 1980). Inversions using equation (1) may
be performed using least squares (Sipkin, 1982) or a grid
search. A grid search can only be used to identify pure shear
sources because a non-shear source would have an infinite
number of possible Mjk combinations. Assuming a homogeneous isotropic medium, the Green’s function derivative
corrected for attenuation is written:

(2)
Although natural systems are inherently heterogeneous, the
wide aperture array compensates for model heterogeneity

Methods
Microseismic data was acquired using the proprietary
BuriedArray permanent near surface passive seismic array
(Figure 1). There are 206 surface locations distributed across
an area of approximately 144 km2. Each surface location
has three vertical component geophone channels at depths of
100–200 ft. Acquired data was transmitted from each station
to a Wi-Fi receiving tower with a sample rate of 2 ms. Once
acquired, all of the individual traces are merged and preprocessed with a bandpass filter and a proprietary spectral
whitening filter. The data is then processed using Passive
Seismic Emission Tomography (PSET) technology. The PSET
algorithm is used to determine the location of microseismicity generation and also to match the microseismic event to
one of several possible source mechanisms. The detected
events are shown in Figure 2.
Source mechanism inversion is performed using a least
squares inversion of observed P-wave amplitudes and polarities from the vertical component geophones (Williams-Stroud
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Figure 2 Map view of all events detected during treatment. The first several
stages of each well were not monitored. Events are sized by moment magnitude and colored by focal mechanism. Red events are oblique dip-slip with dip/
strike/rake of 40˚/90˚/-125˚. Blue events are strike-slip along a failure plane of
240˚/80˚/10˚. Grid squares are 500 x 500 ft.
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and still provides accurate estimates of fault plane orientation (Šílený, 2009). Further information regarding source
mechanism inversion can be found in Williams-Stroud et al.
(2010). The source mechanisms used in this study represent
inversions that best fit the observed spatial trends of microseismic events.
Slope values (b values) are established using the maximum likelihood method put forth by Woessner and Weimer
(2005). FMDs are determined by first separating events into
0.1 moment magnitude bins and plotting the log of the bin
count against the moment magnitude of the bin. The b value
is the slope of the histogram for events greater than the
magnitude of completeness. The magnitude of completeness,
Mc – the smallest magnitude at which all events of that size
are detectable – is calculated using maximum curvature
method (Woessner and Weimer, 2005) and is -1.6 for this
study. Spatial b value analysis is implemented using Zmap
software (Weimer, 2001) which operates in MATLAB. Grid
cells of 0.0010 latitude and longitude are used to create maps
of b values across the area of interest.
Microseismic events are converted from moment magnitude to Joules of energy released using the following formula:
logJ = 1.5Mw + 4.8

(3)

where J is the energy released in Joules and Mw represents
the moment magnitude. This equation is derived from that
used by Kanamori and Anderson (1975) to convert moment
magnitude to ergs and follows the Gutenberg-Richter energy
relationship (Gutenberg and Richter, 1956). The cumulative
microseismic energy for a selected 24-hour period is summed
and normalized to 1 for each mechanism to eliminate biases
from differing event counts and total cumulative energy
released. Slopes are calculated within chosen time windows
to demonstrate the variability of energy release per unit time
for each mechanism.

Case study

Figure 3 Map of first arrivals to buried geophones. Each dot represents a station. Red indicates a negative first arrival and upward motion whereas black is
positive polarity and downward motion. (a) Strike-slip fault activation source
mechanism. (b) Dip-slip fracture stimulation source mechanism.

The target formation of this study is the Lower Barnett
Shale of the Ft. Worth basin in the Mid-Continent USA.
The formation lies unconformably over the Viola/Simpson
and Ellenberger limestones. The monitoring array is located
adjacent to the Muenster Arch in North Texas. Maximum
horizontal stress in this area is estimated to be approximately
NE–SW (Heidbach et al., 2009) and reactivated fractures are
expected to propagate in this direction. Natural fractures dip
steeply (>75˚), are oriented WNW–ESE (Waters et al., 2006,
Gale et al., 2007), and are commonly healed with calcite
(Waters et al., 2006; Bowker, 2007). Gale et al. (2007) suggests that fracture density is variable, with clusters of large
fractures spaced several hundred feet apart. Source mechanism analysis was unable to identify a source mechanism
aligned with the orientation of these natural fractures and

therefore they do not contribute significantly to the observed
microseismicity. The orientation of maximum stress oblique
to existing natural fractures creates a scenario well suited to
the creation of a complex fracture network.
Two distinct source mechanisms were identified in the
observed treatment (Figure 3). The dominant mechanism
associated with natural fracture stimulation has a strike of
40˚, a dip of 90˚, and a rake of -125˚ (40˚/90˚/-125˚). This
oblique dip-slip failure plane is present throughout the
treatment area. The events with this mechanism are generally within 1000 ft of the wellbore and are associated with
opening of natural fractures in the formation. The second
mechanism is a nearly vertical strike-slip failure plane oriented 240˚/80˚/10˚. Events of this mechanism form a linear
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Figure 4 Non-cumulative FMD histograms of fracture stimulation events (red)
and fault activation events (blue) showing the log of the number of events
(y-axis) per 0.1 moment magnitude bin (x-axis). Fracture stimulation events
have a b value of ~2 whereas the fault activation event b values are ~1.

trend approximately 6000 ft in length oriented SW–NE. The
linear spatial trend and the strike-slip motion on the failure
plane suggests that this is an existing stressed tectonic fault.
The difference in slip motion between the two source mechanisms in such close proximity indicates low stress anisotropy;
maximum and minimum horizontal stresses are very similar.
Although the two mechanisms have similar strike directions,
PSET is able to identify the source mechanism of each event
and the consistency of the spatial trends confirms this.
After dividing the microseismic events into two populations based on source mechanism, a frequency magnitude
distribution analysis (Figure 4) indicates whether a mechanism
is associated with stimulation of natural fractures or a stressed
tectonic fault. The slope of the FMD histogram indicates that
the dip-slip events have a b value of ~2.2 and the strike-slip
events have a slope of ~1. These values verify that dip-slip

Figure 6 Cumulative FMD plots for individual cells indicated in Figure 4. (a) The
lower b value of 1.3 indicates that the cell is dominated by fault activity. (b) The
fracture cell b value of 2.05 indicates greater fracture stimulation.
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Figure 5 Map of b values within treatment area displayed on a cellular grid.
Where b values are ~2 (light blue to green) treatment stimulated predominantly natural fractures. Dark blue colours indicate lower b values and significant fault activation. The highest values at the perimeter are due to an
insufficient sample size within the cell. Cells used in Figure 6 are indicated.

events are generated by natural fracture stimulation while
strike-slip events are generated by motion along a fault plane.
Spatial b value analysis reveals that areas dominated by the
dip-slip failure correspond to higher b values while lower b
values are concentrated in the linear zone oriented SW–NE
associated with strike-slip fault motion (Figure 5). The b values
near the perimeter of the coloured zone are anomalously high
as a result of insufficient sample populations within a cell. Cell
by cell b values in fault and frac zones are comparable and in
agreement with b values calculated for their respective event
populations (Figure 6). The Zmap generated map of b values
on a cellular grid also confirms that distinction between fault
and fracture can be derived from source mechanism inversion.
A 24-hour period of activity that included significant
fault activity and fracture stimulation was selected for energy
release rate analysis (Figure 7). Three individual fracture
treatment stages took place during this 24-hour period (Figure
8). The first stage was adjacent to the fault and released
energy was focused along the fault zone with strike-slip
source mechanism events. Strike-slip events continued to occur
along the fault zone for the remainder of the 24-hour time
interval. The two subsequent treatment stages were located an
adequate distance away from the fault to avoid diversion of
pumped fluid and proppant into the fault zone. The recorded
microseismicity was comprised almost entirely of events with
a dip-slip source mechanism and only a minor amount of
strike-slip events continuing from stimulation of the fault during the previous stage. The resulting energy release rates (Table
1, slope 1b, 2b) are initially high and reduce gradually until
the treatment is complete, at which time the energy release
rate is very low. The dip-slip mechanism events are isolated
to pumping time and are therefore mechanically dependent
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while strike-slip mechanism events are distributed throughout
the 24-hour period, including time between pumping, and are
therefore mechanically independent. This further substantiates
the effectiveness of separating event populations by source
mechanism to differentiate between fracture stimulation and
fault activation.

Discussion

Figure 7 Map of microseismicity generated during a 24-hour period. Events are
sized by moment magnitude and coloured by source mechanism. Red events
are dip-slip associated with fracture stimulation and blue events are strike-slip
related with fault activation. Grid squares are 500’ x 500 ft.

Figure 8 Normalized cumulative energy released during the selected 24-hour
period. Pumping during stage A created a large amount of fault-related
microseismicity and very little fracture stimulation. Later stages (B and C) were
effective at stimulating natural fractures.

Failure Type

Slope

Slope Value (J/s)

Fault

1a

9.0

2a

3.0

1b

42.2

2b

7.8

3b

0.8

Fracture

Table 1 Slope values.
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According to Schorlemmer et al. (2005) and Gulia et al.
(2010), higher stress regimes correlate with lower b values.
When applying this concept to the data presented within
this study, we can make the inference that lower b values
are associated with long linear trends of microseismicity.
Higher b values indicate greater fracture complexity due to
the increased number of smaller events, and therefore a more
effective stimulation. Following the work of Maxwell et al.
(2009) and Downie et al. (2010), we are able to validate the
difference in b value between fault activation and fracture
stimulation. Greater precision in distinguishing faults and
fractures is possible by using source mechanism inversion
to segregate the data in lieu of only using the pumping time.
Making this distinction with source mechanisms is necessary
for identifying fault activity during pumping and confirming
that fracture stimulation is mechanically dependent upon
pumping. It also allows more accurate calculation of b values
and energy release rates. A surface or near surface array is well
suited to this task because it has a wide azimuth and large
aperture which allows accurate source mechanism inversion –
something that a single downhole array is unable to provide.
By combining source mechanism inversion with b values
and energy release rates, operators can identify areas of effective stimulation and minimize waste of fluids, proppant, and
time. For example, in this study we are able to identify understimulated areas of the reservoir adjacent to the fault trend.
Considering this information while calculating the stimulated
reservoir volume will provide a more accurate estimate of
the volume of stimulated rock if fault related events are
either excluded or accounted for but with a reduced level of
influence. Early identification of fault trends during real time
microseismic monitoring can reduce stimulation of non-target
formations that may potentially lead to hydraulic connectivity
with aquifers that in turn result in increased water production.
Once a fault is identified, a plan can be implemented to resume
hydraulic treatment a safe distance away to prevent further
stimulating the fault zone which would substantially reduce
return on investment.
Identifying multiple source mechanisms is the only way to
effectively discriminate between fault activation and fracture
stimulation, regardless of whether pumping is ongoing or not.
Areas with existing stressed tectonic faults are likely to exhibit
multiple source mechanisms representing both fracture stimulation and fault activation. Calculation of b values requires a
relatively large population of events to arrive at a robust solu-
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tion; however this is rarely an issue. Abnormally high b values
are indicative of an inadequate microseismic event population.
Future research should be carried out in a similar manner
with other wells that intersect stressed tectonic faults in a
different target formation. Integration of 3D seismic attributes
with the cellular map of b values could provide more insight
into stimulation efficiency.
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